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QUESTION 1

Your customer has two CDBs: one for Production and one for development. You are asked to create a new
development PDB (salesdev) from an existing production PDB (salesprd). Which two options would accomplish this? 

A. You copy all the PDBSSEEDdata files from the production CDB into the development CDB and execute this on the
development CDB; SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev ADMIN USER salesdm IDENTIFIED by
password; 

B. You alter the salesprd source database to open in read-only mode, and start cloning the source database: SQL>
ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesprd OPEN READ ONLY; SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev
FROM salesprd; 

C. You alter the salesprd source database to open in read-only mode: SQL> ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE
salesprd OPEN READ ONLY; In the development CDB, you create a databaselink "PRD" that connects to the root of
the source CDB, and start cloning the source PDB: SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdevFROM
salesprd@prd; 

D. Connected as the salesprd local DBA, you create an XML using: SQL> ALTER PLUGGABLE DATABASE salespdb
UNPLUG INTO \\' /tmp/salesprd-xml\\' ; Copy the XML file and all salesprd-related files to the target CDB and start
plugging the copy into the development CDB using: SQL> CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE salesdev USING\\'
/tmp/salesprd.xml\\'; 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: Creating a PDB Using the Seed 

You can use the CREATE PLUGGABLE DATABASE statement to create a PDB in a CDB using the files 

of the seed. 

D: Plugging In an Unplugged PDB 

To plug in an unplugged PDB, the following prerequisites must be met: 

*

 Complete the prerequisites described in "Preparing for PDBs". 

*

 The XML file that describes the PDB must exist in a location that is accessible to the CDB. 

The USING clause must specify the XML file. 

Etc 

 

QUESTION 2

Which normalization level is adopted in real-world database systems? 

A. 1NF 
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B. 2NF 

C. 3NF 

D. BCNF 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Why does performance degrade when many UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETEstatements are issued on a table that has
an associated bitmap index? 

A. The DML operations re-create the bitmap index blocks. 

B. The bitmap index is rebuilt automatically after a DML operation. 

C. The smallest amount of a bitmap that can be locked is a bitmap segment. 

D. Additional time is taken to remove NULL values from the bitmap index alter a DML operation. 

Correct Answer: C 

Bitmap indexes in currently "supported" versions of Oracle are maintained in a much more efficient manner than they
were previously, to the point where the need for frequently rebuilds has been much reduced, even in tables in which
such indexes are not dropped during heavy loads. 

That said, Bitmap indexes are still unsuitable in OLTP type environments (even in 11g or later) due to the locking
implications associated with them. 

Note: bitmap indexes are only suitable for static tables and materialized views which are updated at nigh 

and rebuilt after batch row loading. 

Not B: Like b-tree indexes, bitmap indexes should be rebuilt (ALTER INDEX . . . REBUILD) if there is a lot 

of DML (UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE) activity. 

Not A: Since 10g, Oracle is significantly more efficient and where possible will simply adjust the current 

rowid range of the Bitmap index entry and modify the bitmap string accordingly to accommodate a new row 

value (resulting in an overall increase of just 2 bytes overall in this example) rather than create a totally 

new index entry (which required an additional 21 bytes in the 9i example). 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements represent where Oracle Net must reside? 

A. Only on the client for traditional client/server applications 
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B. Only on the database server for web-based applications 

C. On both the web server and database server for web-based applications 

D. On both the client and database server for traditional client/server applications. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have two database servers EMP and EXP. A user of the database from the EXP server wants to extract some
information from the database in the EMP server for cross-verification. Which schema object enables the user to access
the information from the remote database? 

A. cluster 

B. database link 

C. mapping table 

D. materialized view 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14200/statements_5005.htm 
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